The Edge of Heaven

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY YOUNG JUNGAN

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

A FEW MONTHS AFTER THE EVENTS OF SEPTEMBER 11, 2001, THE INFORMATION YOUNG JUNGAN, A KOREAN-AMERICAN, APPEARS IN THE NEWS BLACK AND BLUE, TAKING A飛行機 TO NEW YORK CITY TO HELP WITH THE SEARCH. JUNGAN AND HIS FRIENDS ARE CONSIDERED SUCCESSFUL, THE CASE OF MOST YOUNG PEOPLE OF THAT AGE, BUT THEY DECIDE TO FOCUS ON THE FUTURE AND THEIR OWN LIVES ONCE AGAIN.

THE WRITINGS OF MARIANLLA ELLEN, LIKE TONE OF PROTECTIVE MEMORIES, WERE HOW TO TEACH YOUR CHILDREN TO BE鳟魚

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

Richard Serra

THINKING ON YOUR FEET

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

RICHARD SERRA: THINKING ON YOUR FEET

RICHARD SERRA, THE ARTIST WHO MADE THE ICONIC STEEL SCULPTURES "TORCH" AND "AMBOY," WILL BE THE FOCUS OF THIS INTERACTIVE EXHIBITION AT THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART. SERRA'S WORK WILL BE DISPLAYED ALONGSIDE A SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL PROJECTIONS, FEATURING THE ARTIST IN CONVERSATION WITH FAMOUS CRITICS AND COLLEAGUES.

The Spider, The Mistress and The Tangerine

WRITTEN, DIRECTED & NARRATED BY FATIH AKIN

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

GERMANY / TURKEY   2007   122 MINS.   IN ENGLISH, GERMAN & ARABIC WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Fatih Akin's third feature film, "The Spider, The Mistress and The Tangerine," is a critically acclaimed drama that explores the complex relationships and cultural clashes between Germany and Turkey. The film follows the lives of three individuals: Yilmaz, a German-Turkish student who struggles with his political naivety and sexual identity; Lotte, a German woman who harbors Ayten, a Kurdish activist wanted by the German authorities; and Ayes, a young man who spent most of his life in prison for committing a horrific crime but now hopes to salvage his relationship with a very angry penguin.

The Walk of Jeanne d'Arc

DIRECTED BY MATTHEW WALKER

AIR DATE 2006


Dreams with Sharp Teeth

PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY ROBERT DOWLING

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

THE WRITINGS OF NORMA MILLER, A KOREAN-AMERICAN, ARE CAPTURED IN THE DOCUMENTARY "DREAMS WITH SHARP TEETH," WHICH EXPLORES THE EXPERIENCES OF IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES. MILLER, WHO LIVED IN NEW YORK CITY AND THEN RETURNED TO HER HOMETOWN IN SOUTH KOREA, SHARED HER JOURNEYS THROUGH POETRY AND SONG.

Full Battle Rattle

PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY TROY GORDON & JESSIE MESS

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

"FULL BATTLE RATTLE" IS A DOCUMENTARY THAT FOCUSES ON THE EXPERIENCES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL IN THE IRRITATING AND VIOLENT ENVIRONMENT OF A KOREAN WAR BASE IN SOUTH KOREA. THE FILM FEATURES INTERVIEWS WITH SOLDIERS AND REENACTMENTS OF REAL BATTLES.

Patti Smith

Dream of Life

WRITTEN BY STEVEN GORDON

AIR DATE 2006

"PATTI SMITH: DREAM OF LIFE" IS A DOCUMENTARY THAT EXPLORES THE LIFE AND WORK OF THE ICONIC MUSICIAN AND WRITER. THE FILM FEATURES INTERVIEWS WITH FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES, AS WELL AS ARCHIVAL FOOTAGE OF SMITH'S NEW YORK CITY YEARS.

Richard Serra

THINKING ON YOUR FEET

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

"RICHARD SERRA: THINKING ON YOUR FEET" IS A DOCUMENTARY THAT FEATURES THE ARTIST IN CONVERSATION WITH CRITICS AND COLLEAGUES. THE FILM FOCUSES ON SERRA'S WORK AND THOUGHT PROCESS, INCLUDING HIS USE OF METAL AND STEEL IN SCULPTURE.

Patti Smith

"DREAM OF LIFE" IS A DOCUMENTARY THAT EXPLORES THE LIFE AND WORK OF THE ICONIC MUSICIAN AND WRITER. THE FILM FEATURES INTERVIEWS WITH FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES, AS WELL AS ARCHIVAL FOOTAGE OF SMITH'S NEW YORK CITY YEARS.

Richard Serra

THINKING ON YOUR FEET

1:15, 3:15, 6, 8, 10

"RICHARD SERRA: THINKING ON YOUR FEET" IS A DOCUMENTARY THAT FEATURES THE ARTIST IN CONVERSATION WITH CRITICS AND COLLEAGUES. THE FILM FOCUSES ON SERRA'S WORK AND THOUGHT PROCESS, INCLUDING HIS USE OF METAL AND STEEL IN SCULPTURE.